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SARDA technology highlights from NASA simulations
What are the problems?
• Today’s Airport Surface Operations:
– Demand-capacity imbalance at major airports
– Uncertainties in surface events 
– Lack of shared situational awareness and coordination
• Consequences:
– Surface congestion and long queues





• Builds an optimal runway schedule
• Generates spot release sequence and timing
• Determines when to push back from gates
NASA’s  Departure Management Tool Based on Intelligent Surface Scheduling
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SARDA takes inputs from multiple sources and computes advisories 
for runway usage and spot release











SARDA Ground Controller Advisories
Spot release advisory shows spot 
release sequence & time, taxi 
route, departure runway queue
Handoff sequence to 






SARDA Local Controller Advisories
Arrival advisories show 
sequence for crossing 
active runway and the taxi-
to arrival spot
Traffic Mgmt Initiative
Active runway usage advisory 
shows sequence for arrival 
crossings (white) and departure 
take-offs (green)
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SARDA as Ramp Tool
SARDA takes input from multiple sources and computes 

















• Paper ramp area map
• Paper flight strips
SARDA Ramp Tool:
• Electronic Flight strips 
• Surface map & surveillance
• Pushback advisories
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Ramp Traffic Console (RTC) displays SARDA advisories on ramp surface map
SARDA Benefits – ATC Tower Tool
• Reductions in departure 
taxiing delay (45% - 60%) 
and variability 
• Reductions in fuel 
consumption (23 - 33%) 
and variability
• Consistent and accurate 
prediction of takeoff time
• Decreased controllers 








Summary and Next Steps
• SARDA provides a departure metering capability by 
optimally scheduling aircraft on airport surface.
• SARDA enables reduction in engine-on time by holding 
departures at their gates and provides better 
predictability.
• Human-in-the-loop simulation results of both ATC and 
ramp tools showed reductions in taxi delay, queue size, 
and fuel use.




For more information go to:
www.aiviationsystems.arc.nasa.gov
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